Potential factors that may promote successful cognitive aging
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Abstract: With the unprecedented number of older adults worldwide, it is important to consider ways of facilitating successful cognitive aging. One way to think of this is by augmenting or bolstering cognitive reserve. Loosely defined, cognitive reserve is considered a neurological reservoir that can be depleted by physiological insults (eg, white matter hyperintensities, oxidative stress) to the brain but yet maintain optimal cognitive functioning. Cognitive reserve is built up or depleted by processes of positive and negative neuroplasticity, respectively. Lifestyle factors such as physical exercise (+), mental stimulation (+), good sleep hygiene (+), substance abuse (−), sedentary lifestyle (−), chronic stress and depression (−), social isolation (−), and poor health (−) can either promote or discourage positive and negative neuroplasticity, which in turn impacts cognitive reserve. Nurses are encouraged to understand these processes so they can help facilitate successful cognitive aging in their patients.
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Introduction
In the 1990s, the Decade of the Brain came and went and with advances in technology such as magnet resonance imaging (MRI) ushered in a new understanding of the mechanisms involved with cognitive health. In 2010, the Decade of Behavior ended. Research from both decades has galvanized much of what we know about the interaction between behavior and cognitive health. We now recognize that neurological function and cognitive ability are not static processes but dynamic and reliant on many behaviors including lifestyle and health choices, mental stimulation and intellectual pursuits, and cognitive exercise just to name a few. This interaction between behavior and brain health becomes especially relevant for nurses who are providing care for increasing numbers of older adults.

With advancing years, age-related cognitive loss becomes more apparent. In a large sample of community-dwelling older adults 65 years plus, 26% indicated experiencing subjective memory loss. Such self-reported cognitive problems often correspond to objective measures of cognitive functioning. For example, in a sample of community-dwelling older (70+ years) adults without dementia, Low and colleagues used a battery of cognitive measures and found that nearly one-third (33.3%) of the sample were classified as having ‘cognitive impairment no dementia’. Such non-pathological age-related cognitive changes are a normal part of the aging process; however, when the cognitive changes are more pronounced and severe, this may reflect pathological aging as observed with dementias such as Alzheimer’s disease. Still, such age-related...
cognitive loss can impair everyday functioning such as handling finances, successfully negotiating medication regimens, remembering medical appointments, and actively engaging in social activities, all of which impact health and quality of life.4

Despite the pervasiveness of such age-related cognitive declines, the interaction between behavior and brain health offers solutions to either remedy or mitigate such losses in cognitive functioning. Just as some people have more muscle reserve than others which is protective against age-related sarcopenia,6 cognitive reserve is now recognized as a possible neurological reservoir that can sustain cognitive functioning after periods of illness and poor health, substance use, depression,8 and other insults such as white matter hyperintensities,9 oxidative stress and neuroinflammation,9,10 elevated cortisol levels,11 insulin resistance,12 mitochondrial damage,13 over-activation of glutamate receptors,14 and decreased perfusion and cerebrovascularization16 known to gradually impair neurological functioning. Cognitive reserve, sometimes called brain reserve, generally refers to the sophistication of neuronal/dendritic connections from which information is transmitted and cognition/mentation emerges.17 The greater the strength and complexity of these connections, the more the brain can absorb damage before cognitive functioning is compromised.18 Thus, it is generally argued that the more cognitive reserve one has, the more likely one is able to maintain optimal cognitive function despite a number of known neurological insults.17,19-21 However, despite a large number of studies that support the concept of cognitive reserve,22-24 other studies have found little or no support for it.25-28 Albeit, studying cognitive reserve is difficult because there are different methods of how it is measured (ie, cognitive changes over time; from a cross-sectional sample, subtracting a standardized measure of fluid ability from a standardized measure of crystallized ability) and different assumptions of what affects it (ie, does the amount of education predict it or does the quality of that education matter?). So the reader should keep these methodological issues in mind when interpreting the results of studies examining cognitive reserve.

Positive and negative neuroplasticity

Cognitive reserve can be increased or decreased due to two complex, overarching processes—positive neuroplasticity and negative neuroplasticity.17 Positive neuroplasticity refers to the brain’s ability to make more and stronger connections between neurons in response to exposure to novel stimulation. This process supports better cognitive functioning in general. Likewise, negative neuroplasticity refers to the atrophy of such connections between neurons in response to low stimulation or physiological insults.29 These processes can be observed in a seminal, highly publicized study.

Boyke and colleagues30 recruited older adults (50–67 years old) and attempted to teach them to juggle with a 3-ball cascade pattern. They conducted MRI scans before learning to juggle, once juggling was learned, and then 3 months later after participants were instructed to stop juggling. Of those who learned to juggle (25 out of 69 older adults), the MRI revealed that from the initial scans to the scans when the older adults became proficient at juggling, gray matter growth was observed in the hippocampus and nucleus accumbens (these are brain structures responsible for memory function). This growth may reflect the process of positive neuroplasticity. Likewise, from the height of proficiency to 3 months later when participants were no longer juggling, shrinkage in the hippocampus and nucleus accumbens was detected. Stopping juggling and the subsequent shrinkage may reflect the process of negative neuroplasticity (albeit, this process is much more complex and is overly simplified here). The findings from this study show how behavior and environment, such as learning a new skill, may increase cognitive reserve while the atrophy of the skill can decrease cognitive reserve.

These findings highlight that cognitive function can be protected across the lifespan through processes referred to as positive and negative neuroplasticity which either expand or shrink cognitive reserve.4,17 In fact, a variety of studies show that being actively engaged in mentally stimulating leisure activities over one’s life (eg, playing musical instruments, learning a second language, playing chess) is protective against cognitive declines with age23,31 which delay, but may not necessarily abate, the presentation of Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias.

Factors of cognitive reserve

The cognitive and neuroscience literature indicates a variety of lifestyle factors that may encourage positive neuroplasticity which support cognitive reserve and thus cognitive functioning (Figure 1). Such factors include mental stimulation,32 cognitive leisure activities,19,21,33-36 social stimulation,37 a healthy diet rich in fish and antioxidants,38,39 good sleep hygiene,40 cognitive remediation,41 and physical activity;42-44 likewise, the absence of such positive factors promotes negative neuroplasticity.17,45 Landua and colleagues examined the association between lifetime cognitive engagement on β-amyloid (ie, the protein associated with Alzheimer’s disease pathology) deposition in young adults,
older adults, and older adults with Alzheimer’s disease. These researchers found that those older adults with higher levels of lifetime cognitive engagement had less β-amyloid deposition compared to those with lower levels of lifetime cognitive engagement. Such cognitive engagement may actually slow the buildup of β-amyloid. However, it is also likely that engaging in cognitively stimulating activities is also related to being engaged in other healthy lifestyle factors (Figure 1) that have been shown to enhance physical health and thus, brain health.

However, Schweizer and colleagues measured cognitive engagement as bilingualism. Thus, it was hypothesized that those who were bilingual would have more cognitive reserve which could delay the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease; as such, the brains of bilinguals with Alzheimer’s disease should show more brain atrophy compared to the brains of monolinguals who were matched on years of education and level of cognitive performance. Using computed tomography (CT) scans, these researchers found that indeed bilinguals possessed greater brain atrophy than monolinguals of the same cognitive level; this suggests that the sophisticated connections between existing neurons were still supporting cognitive functioning despite greater insult to the brain. Thus, it may be that cognitive engagement does not necessarily slow the buildup of β-amyloid but abates neuronal atrophy; instead, since neuronal pathways are enhanced in the frontal lobes (ie, brain areas responsible for executive functioning) by such cognitive engagement, this may compensate for when insults to the brain do occur. This finding corresponds to the executive functioning hypothesis which states that these specific cognitive abilities (ie, metacognition, reasoning, problem solving) within the frontal and parietal lobes directs the use of other cognitive abilities (ie, memory, attention, language) and that when executive functioning abilities are compromised, the other cognitive abilities are likewise compromised. Regardless of how these lifestyle factors promote positive and negative neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve, obviously good health practices such as cognitive engagement, mental stimulation, proper nutrition, and exercise support the complex physiological underpinnings of neurological health which obviously support optimal cognitive functioning.

Different types of mental stimulation are also very important. In fact, several studies have found that loneliness was associated with the development of poorer cognitive functioning and Alzheimer’s disease; this suggests interacting with others promotes cognitive reserve. For example, in a sample of 823 older adults without dementia, Wilson and colleagues assessed participants on loneliness at baseline and followed them over 4 years. These researchers found that compared to those who were not lonely (ie, those in the 10th percentile), lonely participants (ie, those in the 90th percentile) had twice the risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease. In studies such as this, those developing cognitive...
problems and Alzheimer’s disease may naturally socially withdraw because being around others is too cognitively challenging and uncomfortable; therefore, this may account for this association between loneliness and deficits in cognition.\textsuperscript{50} In support of this alternative hypothesis, although Green and colleagues did find that the size of one’s social network was predictive of better cognitive functioning in a cross-sectional analysis of older adults, this result was not found longitudinally.\textsuperscript{51} However, it is important to note that these studies are difficult to interpret because the quality of the social interactions (ie, the sophistication of the social exchange which may be the driving influence of neuroplasticity) of such networks is not easily measured. Yet, the prevailing consensus at the moment is that social stimulation is important for cognitive aging.

Research has also shown that cognitive remediation therapy can improve specific mental functions; usually such training focuses on improving a key mental ability such as visual speed of processing which is needed for safe driving and everyday functioning.\textsuperscript{52-54} In one study, Vance and colleagues recruited 159 community-dwelling older adults without dementia; nearly half of the sample were administered a specially designed, computer game program targeted to improve the speed in which they process visual information. After only 10 hours of training on this program, those older adults who were in the experimental condition displayed significant gains in the cognitive domain of visual speed of processing compared to controls. They also found these gains to be robust over a 2-year period, suggesting that even brief cognitive training can have significant impact years later.\textsuperscript{55} This particular training is important because it has been shown to improve driving ability and everyday functioning.\textsuperscript{56,57} Unfortunately, improvement in one cognitive domain for which training occurred (eg, visual speed of processing) usually does not automatically improve other cognitive abilities (eg, memory); in other words, there is usually not many transfer effects observed between cognitive domains.\textsuperscript{41,58} Therefore, it is important to select the right cognitive remediation therapy for improvement in a particular cognitive domain where deficits may be occurring.\textsuperscript{41,58} Also, it is important to keep in mind that although there are many cognitive remediation therapies available to the public, not all of them have been found to be effective in improving cognition.\textsuperscript{41,58} However, such studies on cognitive remediation therapy are usually limited to improving a specific mental function (ie, visual speed of processing) compared to overall global cognitive improvement; likewise, the majority of these studies lack any significant long-term follow-up so it is unclear whether they may be effective in delaying the onset of Alzheimer’s disease or other related dementias.\textsuperscript{54,59,60}

As there are several lifestyle factors that promote positive neuroplasticity and cognitive reserve, the literature also shows several lifestyle factors and behaviors that promote negative neuroplasticity and diminish cognitive reserve (Figure 1). Such factors include alcohol and drug abuse,\textsuperscript{61,62} mood disturbances,\textsuperscript{34} poor nutrition,\textsuperscript{38,39} poor health,\textsuperscript{63} and poor education.\textsuperscript{19-21,33,34} Just as positive health practices are protective of neurological functioning, poor health practices such as substance abuse and chronic stress are not.\textsuperscript{19-21,33,34} Furthermore, the absence of mental stimulation results in low levels of cognitive reserve and an increased vulnerability to cognitive decline and dementia. In fact, studies even suggest that the less formal education one receives, the less one builds up cognitive reserve which makes one more vulnerable to age-related cognitive decline as well as Alzheimer’s disease.\textsuperscript{64}

**Implications for nurses**

Nurses are on the frontlines of health care. With an unprecedented growth in older adults, nurses will see more age-related cognitive decline and dementia in their patients. Although the information provided in this article provides suggestions for mitigating some cognitive loss, nurses are in a position as health educators to also emphasize that cognitive reserve is built up or depleted across the lifespan and that good health promotion practices early on and throughout one’s life may impact cognitive function in later life.\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, the information in Figure 1 can be conveyed in health fairs, lectures, and general conversation with others.

Thus, when patients are doing something positive for their health, nurses can encourage such behavior by indicating how it may promote successful cognitive aging. Likewise, when patients engage in negative health behaviors, the cognitive consequence in later life may also be used to motivate behavioral change.

**Conclusion**

Throughout our lives, we have countless opportunities to enhance our cognitive reserve and mental abilities. Such opportunities allow us not only to possess a better chance at successful cognitive aging, but to engage in life more as well. We interact not only with the environment and the people around us, but with our thoughts and feelings too; and we do so by using our cognitive abilities. Sometimes we forget to talk about cognitive health and mental maintenance because we take our cognitive abilities for granted until they
are jeopardized, just as we do sometimes with our physical health. As my father has told me time and again, ‘If you have your health, you have everything.’ This applies to cognitive health too.
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